PAPER 28

Business Management Module
General Principles of Marking
1. The answers given in this marking scheme and those brought up in light of live scripts and discussions at the
Markers'Meeting are's11ggc tions'only. There are answers that are not mentioned but nevertheless are equally
valid.

、

2,

Where lite 1111111hcr or points required is specified in a question, the first listed points will be marked up to the
1111111her n•tplircd, and other points crossed out as'excess'. Otherwise, a candidate may get the full mark of a
part/q11c tion by scoring from a number of relevant points.

l.

The general guidelines for points which are awarded O to 3 marks each are as follows:

、

Omark
1 mark
2 / 3 marks

irrelevant or ambiguous answers
relevant phrases containing key words that answer the question
a relevant point of answer with a brief explanation of the concept/key words and/or
illustration of how it is related to the given scenario

*********************************************************************************************
SECTION A
QUESTION 1

Maries

Limitations:
- business environment changes rapidly and the budgets may not be able to catch up accordingly
- budgeted sales results may be achieved through window-dressing
- the budgeting staff may have made unrealistic estimates
- non-quantitative achievements (e.g. good relationship with customers) are not revealed in the
budgets
(2 marks for each relevant limitation, max. 6 marks)

6

QUESTTON2

6 marks
Marks

Risk management strategies:
- Risk reduction: e.g. install anti-theft equipment
- Risk transfer: e.g. buy theft insurance
- Risk assumption: e.g. bear the losses on stolen items
(2 marks for each relevant strategy, max. 4 marks)

4

4 marks
Marks

QUESTION3
Benefits:
- reduce turnover rate
- instill corporate culture and values
- foster collaboration and mentoring
- enhance employees'productivity and quality ol'work
(2 marks for each relevant benefit, max. 6 marks)
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6

6marks

更多試卷歡迎瀏覽 http://dsepp.com

QUESTION 4
Meaning and examples:
Input: perceived contribution made by employees'themselves
Example: skills, education, training, effort, experience, time

Marks
1

Output: perceived reward received by employees
Example: level of compensation, promotion opportunities, bonus, status, fringe benefits,
recognition, praise
(2 marks for relevant meaning and example for each term, max 4 marks)

4marks

QUESTIONS
Marl{S
4

Ordinances:
- Trade Descriptions Ordinance
- Sale of Goods Ordinance
- Food Safety Ordinance
- Toys and Children's Products Safety Ordinance
- Weights and Measures Ordinance
(1 mark for each relevant ordinance, max. 4 marks)

4 marks

SECTlONB
Marks

QUESTION6
(a)

Elements of credit policy:
- credit terms: lower credit limit, shorten credit period
- credit standard: set a higher standard to screen out retailers with poor creditwmthiness
- collection policy: take measures to expedite debt collection procedures, e.g. sending
remmders
(2 marks for each relevant element, max. 4 marks)

4

(b)

Elements of promotion mix:
- advertising: e.g. place advertisements on various media such as TV, magazine and
the Internet
- sales promotion: e.g. give incentives such as purchase discounts, gifts, coupons and
samples
- public relations: e.g. launch events such as press conference and road shows
- personal selling: e.g. trait1 in-store salespeople to persuade customers to buy
(2 marks for each relevant element of promotion mix, max. 6 marks)

6

(c)

Theory X assumptions:
·- people inherently dislike work and need to be closely monitored
- people try to avoid responsibilities and require rules and guidelines to make them work
hard
- people have little ambition and need to be led
(2 marks for each relevant assumption, max. 4 marks)
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4

更多試卷歡迎瀏覽 http://dsepp.com

4

(d)

Non-monetary rewards:
- recognition programmes: e.g. best salespcrso11 11w11rd
- more training and development opportunitit1s
- more job autonomy
- better welfare
- verbal appreciation
(1 mark for each relevant non-monetary reward, max. 4 marks)

18 marks
Marks

QlJESTION7

( a)

(ii)

Reason:
- less efficient use of assets: increased spending on more sophisticated equipment to
increase competitiveness, but no proportionate increase in sales
(2 marks for each relevant reason, max. 2 marks)

Ways:
- intangibility: e.g. provide a cleaner environment to enhance visibility of service
standard
- heterogeneity: e.g. provide training to enhance the level of standardisation
- perishability: e.g. promote non-peak hour bookings to reduce customers'waiting
time
- inseparability: e.g. hire experienced trainers with good communication skills to
enhance interaction with customers
(2 marks for each relevant way related to one characteri�tic, max. 6 marks)

(c)

L血itations:
- the technical skills of the applicants are more important for the job but these cannot
be easily reflected in an interview
- result of the interview is subject to personal bias of the interviewers
--- difficult to set and apply standardised selection criteria
(2 marks for each relevant limitation, max. 4 marks)

(d)

Cl1aractcnsttc: grow111g number of competitors
Product strategy: e.g. provide a greater variety of beauty and skin care services to
differentiate from competilors
- Characteristic: growing number of customers / growing number of competitors
- Pricing strategy: e.g. set lower prices to penetrate market
(2 marks for each example and relevant characteristic, max 4 murks)
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4

( b)

6

2013: $30 000 000 I $12 500 000 = 2.4 times
2014: $35 000 000 I $17 500 000 = 2.0 times
2

(i)

1

18 marks

更多試卷歡迎瀏覽 http://dsepp.com

SECTIONC
QUESTIONS

Marks

Manpower planning process:
1. forecast manpower demand based on the plan and scale of expansion: quantity and
quality of manpower
2. estimate manpower 叩pply: assess the current turnover rate, retirement policy and
attrition rate
3. compare manpower demand and 叩pply: identify shortfall and skill deficiencies
4. develop action plans and follow up: plan for recruitment and selection, plan for training
and development activities
(2 marks for each relevant step in correct sequence, max. 8 marks)

(b)

Evaluation criteria
Repayment and liquidity/
Risk

Flexibility and control of
fund usage

．．
．
．
．
．

Debt financing
Higher risk
Regular interest
payments
Pre-set repayment
schedule
Repayment of principal
upon maturity
Lower flexibility and
control
Restraints of fund
usage imposed by
creditors

．．． 。
．
．．

No
ften required
Interest expenses are
tax deductible
No issuing cost/ low
administrative cost
No profit sharing
Profit sharing
Pre-agreed interest and
principal
➔ no direct claim on future
profit
(3 marks for each relevant criterion, max. 12 marks)
Dilution of control
Collateral
Cost
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．．

．
．

．．．
．
．

Equity financing
Lower risk
No repayment schedule
and regular interest
payment

8

(a)

12

Greater flexibility and
control
e.g. ploughing back
retained earnings is a
direct and simple way
under the full control of
the company
Yes
Not required
Dividend is not
tax-deductible
High issuing cost/
administrative cost
If the company is
successful in the future,
profit will be shared
with new in'4estors
20 marks

更多試卷歡迎瀏覽 http://dsepp.com

QUESTION9
(a)

Bases of market segmentation:
- demogi·aphic segmentation: e.g. people with different income levels may have different
expectations on decoration and quality of food for the banquets
- psychographic segmentation: e.g. people with different lifestyles (such as vegetarians
and people who care about environmental protection) may order different dishes for
their banquets
behavioural segmentation: e.g. different people may hold banquets for different
occasions such as weddings, birthdays and graduation dinners
歐ogrnphic segmentation: e.g. customers from different countries may have different
prcforcnccs for banquet: settings and proceedings
(:l lllill'ks ro, 叫ch relevant base, max. IO marks)

(b)

Factors lo bu considered when selecting targut nrnrket:
Segment si:w and affordability: e.g. an attractive segment should be substantial enough
for the hotel to consider entering (e.g. visitors from the mainland)
- Segment growth rate: e.g. segments with strong growth rates are more attractive for the
hotel
- Structural attractiveness: e.g. a segment which has less intense competition is preferred
- Company objectives: e.g. a segment is not attractive to a hotel if it does not match its
long-run objectives
- Company capability: e.g. the hotel should possess the skills and resources to provide
satisfactory service to the segment
(3 marks for each relevant factor, max. 10 marks)

Marks
10

10

20 marks
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